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ABSTRACT: Dissolution profile of a finished dosage form (FDF) contains hidden information regarding the disintegration of the form and
the particle properties of the active pharmaceutical ingredient. Here, an extraction of this information from the dissolution profile without
limitation to sink conditions is provided. In the article, mathematical relationships between the continuously measured dissolution profile
of an FDF containing uniform or heterogeneous particles and its disintegration rate are developed. Further, the determinability of the
disintegration kinetics and particle properties released from an FDF using the derived recurrent procedure was analyzed. On the basis of
the theoretical data sets, it was demonstrated that the introduced analysis of dissolution profiles correctly identifies the disintegration rate of
FDF containing multiple particle types. Furthermore, for known disintegration rates, the intrinsic lifetime of particles (time needed for total
particle dissolution in infinite volume) released from the FDF and their relative amount can be determined. The extractable information
from FDF dissolution time profiles can be utilized in designing of the formulation process, resulting in improved understanding of FDF
properties, contributing thus to the implementation of quality by design in the FDF development. C© 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. and the
American Pharmacists Association J Pharm Sci 103:456–464, 2014
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INTRODUCTION

Quality by design (QbD) requires that the pharmaceutical qual-
ity for generic drugs has to be assured by understanding and
controlling formulation and manufacturing variables.1 Because
dissolution is a common characterization test used by the phar-
maceutical industry to guide formulation design and to control
product quality,2 a deep understanding of the dissolution time
curves measured from finish dosage forms (FDFs) would facili-
tate the implementation of QbD into FDF development process.

The release of an active pharmaceutical ingredient (API)
from an immediate release FDF involves two distinct processes:
disintegration of the formulation and dissolution of the API
from the released particles.3 Consequently, a measured dissolu-
tion curve of an FDF includes information about both processes.
Nelson and Wang3,4 suggested an extraction of the disintegra-
tion information from the dissolution curve by a numerical cal-
culation of the time course of tablet disintegration. They de-
scribed the dissolution of the powder using the Hixon–Crowell
cube-root equation5 considering strictly sink conditions, ne-
glecting thus any influence of the dissolved API on the kinetics
of dissolving powder. When, however, taking into account the
increasing amount of APIs belonging into class II and class
IV of the biopharmaceutical drug classification6 in the devel-
opment pipeline of pharmaceutical companies,7 the analysis of
dissolution profiles of substances of low solubility, considering
strictly sink conditions, may not be applicable for the suggested
calculation of the disintegration curves of the FDFs.
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The dissolution kinetics of powder formulation is sensitive to
the particle shape, size, and particle size distribution of dissolv-
ing particles.8 These parameters may further change during the
process of compaction and tableting, for example, due to brittle
fracture of the primary particles or their plastic deformations
leading to permanent particle–particle contact regions.9 There-
fore, the properties of the API particles released from an FDF
may differ significantly from the properties of the particles en-
tering the process of FDF formation making an analysis and
interpretation of dissolution curves even more challenging.

In the following pages, a relationship between the dissolu-
tion profile of an FDF and its disintegration rate will be estab-
lished. It will be shown that this relationship, having a form
of a Volterra integral equation of the first kind, can be for this
particular case regularized to a Volterra equation of the second
kind, which based on the properties of its kernel and func-
tion has a unique and continuous solution. Further, equations
converting the dissolution time profile expressed as saturation
state function into the disintegration rate of the FDF while tak-
ing into account the intrinsic lifetime distribution of particles
(related to the particle size distribution) of the API particles
released from the FDF will be derived.

Finally, the determined FDF disintegration rate will be com-
pared with its theoretical target and analyzed the determinabil-
ity of particle properties from the dissolution curves, when the
disintegration of the FDF is known.

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

The theory, developed in more details in Appendixes 1 to 3, is
based on the following three basic assumptions:
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1. A particle entering the dissolution media is fully char-
acterized by its initial mass, m0 and a particle-shape-
dependent dissolution rate, ",

2. Only particles, which have been released from the disin-
tegrating FDF into the dissolution media, contribute to
the dissolved amount of drug, M,

3. The disintegration process is described as the release of
API particles from FDF into the dissolution media, which
immediately start to dissolve after release.

Two time variables will be introduced to describe the time
courses of disintegration and dissolution processes, > and t,
respectively. The dissolution profile of an FDF will be analyzed
from the point of view of an individual particle.8

When assuming that a particle is released from the FDF at
time >, then its mass m will change during an infinitesimal time
interval (t, t + dt) according to Eq. (1):

∂m(t, >)
∂t

= −"m
2/3 (t, >)

[
1 − M (t)

csV

]
(1)

where " is a particle-shape-dependent dissolution rate, M is the
total amount of drug already dissolved in the medium at time
t, cs is the maximal solubility of the API, V is the volume, in
which the dissolution takes place, and the exponent 2/3 reflects
that the dissolution process takes place on the surface of the
particle.

The change in the amount of dissolved drug Ṁ (t) results
from the contribution of all particles in the dissolution medium
available for dissolution at time t, therefore, it can be expressed
as:

Ṁ (t) = −
t∫

0

N0
∂m(t, >)

∂t
< (>) d> (2)

where N0 is the total number of uniform, homogeneously dis-
tributed particles in FDF and <(>) is the rate of FDF disin-
tegration. Equation (2) represents a nonhomogeneous Volterra
integral equation of first kind, which does not always have clas-
sic solutions.10 In Appendixes 1 and 2, the disintegration rate
<(t) will be expressed from Eq. (2) for FDFs containing uniform
particles, further Eq. (2) will be expanded for the case that an
FDF contains p = 1, 2, . . . , L different kinds of particles with
initial mass m0p and relative weights wp, having intrinsic dis-

solution times t0p = 3m
1/3
0p
"p

and released from the FDF into the
dissolution medium at time j�t. The disintegration rate <(i�t)
will be expressed in Appendix 3 using a recurrent formula as:

< (i�t) =
g(i�t)
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wp
t0p

L∑
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−
L∑
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⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣1−
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i∑
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S(k�t)�t

t0p

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

L∑
p=1

wp
t0p

−
L∑

p=1

wp
t20p

[1−S(i�t)]�p (i�t,j�t)�t

×�p (i�t, j�t) v (j�t) �t (3)

where S(i�t) is the value of the saturation state function
defined as S(t) = M(t)

csV at time t = i�t and g (i�t) = ḟ (i�t)
L∑

p=1

3wp
t0p

,

f (t) = csV
Dose

Ṡ(t)
1−S(t) . Appendix 1 further shows that the function

<(t) is a unique and continuous solution of the Volterra inte-
gral equation of second kind describing the disintegration and
dissolution of particles released from a formulation.

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Determination of the Disintegration Rate

To test the determination of the disintegration rate of an FDF
containing three types of particles, a step-wise changing disin-
tegration rate was assumed:

<(>) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

16>
3>∗2

, 0 ≤ > ≤ >∗

4
4

3>∗ ,
>∗

4
≤ > ≤ 3>∗

4
16

3>∗2 (>∗ − >) ,
3>∗

4
≤ > ≤ >∗

0, > > >∗

,

where >* is the time of complete disintegration of the formula-
tion.

For this function, a theoretical dissolution profile was numer-
ically calculated for L = 3 types of particles using Microsoft Vi-
sual Basic by solving the following system of differential equa-
tions:

∂mp (t,>)
∂t = −"m

2/3
p (t, >)

[
1 − M(t)

csV

]
and Ṁ (t) =

t∫
0

L∑
p=1

Np0"m
2/3
p (t, >)

[
1 − M(t)

csV

]
< (>) d> with initial conditions

m1(t,t) = m1(0), m2(t,t) = m2(0), m3(t,t) = m3(0), and M(0) = 0.
These equations represent Eqs. (1) and (2) expressed for the
case when the FDF contains L particle types.

The obtained theoretical dissolution curve (theoretical data
set) was used for analysis of conditions, under which the numer-
ical calculation of the disintegration function (Eq. (3) derived
in Appendix 3) resulted in acceptable determination of the dis-
integration rate.

Evaluation of the Determinability of Particle Properties

To answer the question whether particle properties (expressed
in terms of the relative amount and their intrinsic lifetimes)
can be determined out of the dissolution time profile of an
FDF a disintegration rate function deliberating the particles
in four discrete steps was considered. This function described
the disintegration of an FDF containing three particle types
with relative amounts of 1/6, 1/3, and 1/2 of the dose in the
FDF, with intrinsic lifetimes of particles equaling to 2.5, 5, and
10 arbitrary time units, respectively. The FDF was assumed
to disintegrate in discrete steps (at 0, 10, 20, and 30 arbitrary
time units) releasing 1/4 of total amount of API during each
step. Theoretical dissolution curves were calculated for doses
resulting final drug concentrations of 1%, 30%, 50%, 80%, and
99% of the drug solubility, cs. The numerically calculated the-
oretical dissolution profiles according to Eqs. (1) and (2) were
used as theoretical data sets.
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